A first attempt to numerically compute forces on birds in V formation.
A model for studying the flow forces experienced by cylinders placed in V formation is presented, and an elementary comparison with flocking birds is made. The cylinders are modeled as two-dimensional square bodies exposed to incoming flow at Reynolds number 100. The effects of angle of formation (alpha), streamwise spacing (S(s)), and number of cylinders (N) on parameters such as the coefficient of drag, coefficient of lateral force, and Strouhal number are studied. It is observed that the drag experienced by the cylinders decreases with a decrease in the angle of formation. The leading cylinder experiences the smallest drag, irrespective of the angle. The drag becomes less than the drag on an isolated cylinder at certain angles depending on the position of the cylinder in the formation. The average drag on cylinders in V formation is found to be less than on an isolated cylinder, leading to energy saving when flying in formation. It is also noted that the cylinders experience a substantial lateral force. Study of this simple model may help better understand certain features of flocking birds.